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ABSTRACT 

A self consistent field approach is developed for 

truncating the infinite set of equations obtained in apply

ing the equation of motion method to interacting systems. 

The operator which is assumed to create elementary excita

tions in the system is expanded in terms of simpler opera

tors and both the coefficients in the expansion and 

relations" independent of the coefficients are found. The 

method is applied to a system of Bosons at low temperatures 

in the approximation that the interaction is both tempera

ture and density independent. Corrections to the pairing 

approximation are obtained due both to the inclusion of more 

terms in the Hamiltonian and the inclusion of collective 

excitations. It is shown that in the long wavelength limit 

these corrections can be included by renormalizing both the 

single particle and pairing energies. The renormalization 

can be carried out by adding a term to the single particle 

energy and an extra interaction to the pairing part of the 

Hamiltonian. This interaction is attractive over part of 

momentum space and obeys the criterion for a simple Bose 

condensation. It is shown that no single particle like zero 

momentum excitation exists. A collective excitation is con

sidered for the zero momentum excitation and it is found 

v 
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that its energy must be non-zero if it exists at all. The 

application to superfluid He11 is discussed. 



INTRODUCTION 

There is a wealth of literature that has been writ

ten in an attempt to present a microscopic theory of the 

Bose superfluid. However, there is no universally accepted 

theory since each attempt to look at the problem from a dif

ferent angle has created new problems of its own as well as 

solving those of pre-existing theories. Among the charac

teristics usually ascribed to the Bose superfluid are a 

linear dispersion curve for long wavelength excitations and 

a macroscopic occupation of the zero momentum state, or Bose 

condensation which sets in at the temperature of transition 

from the normal liquid to the superfluid state. 

The linear dispersion curve for the long wavelength 

1 2 excitations has been well verified experimentally. ' How

ever, there is no experimental evidence for the Bose conden-' 

sation. In spite of this fact, calculations on the Bose 

superfluid tend to assume a simple Bose condensation (macro

scopic occupation at zero momentum state) in analogy with 

the non interacting Bose gas where all particles are in the 

zero momentum state. The reason for this is probably the 

assumption that the Bose condensation is the phenomenon 

responsible for the off diagonal long range order (ODLRO) 

that produces the instability of th*e normal phase v/ith 

1 
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•3 
respect to the superfluid phase. There are some who do not 

believe that this is the case but that some other mechanism 

is responsible. 

It has been shown that simple Bose condensation can 

5 
only occur if the interaction is sufficiently repulsive. ' 

If this is not the case, only a generalized Bose condensa-
li 

tion can take place in which the small momentum states have 

large occupation but no state is occupied macroscopically. 

If there is no simple Bose condensation there must be anoth

er source at ODLRO. One possibility for producing ODLRO is 

. . 6 
pairing. 

The position taken in this paper is that there is a 

Bose condensation but there is also pairing. The case for 

pairing in the Bose superfluid is given very well by Evans 

7  and Imry. However, pairing requires an attractive inter-

6  7  action ' and it is well known that the only superfluid 

known to exist, He1*, has an interaction that is predominant

ly repulsive. In fact it has an infinitely repulsive core 

and a very weak long range attraction (the fact that the 

attraction is so weak is one of the reasons it stays liquid 

to such low temperatures). Also the attraction measured 

between two isolated helium atoms will be screened in a 

dense phase such as a liquid. Hence it is felt that a 

stronger attraction is needed to produce pairing. 



g 
Recently Parmenter has found such an interaction. 

He found in performing a canonical transformation on the 

full Hamiltonian that an attractive interaction mediated by 

the Bose condensate could be exhibited. This interaction 

was twice as strong as the bare repulsive interaction he 

assumed over the region in which it was effective. This 

interaction also obeys the criterion for simple Bose conden

sation. Using this interaction in conjunction with the 

pairing approximation he was able to.overcome some of the 

9 10 difficulties encountered in earlier pairing theories, ' 

i.e., he found no energy gap, and approximately reproduced 

the energy spectrum of superfluid He1* (subject to the solu

tion of his integral equations). 

Due to the fact that the attraction found by 

Parmenter came from the treatment of all terms in the Hamil

tonian, and the strength of the interaction in He1* (both 

repulsive and augmented attractive), it is not sufficient to 

truncate the Hamiltonian by merely dropping the terms that 

cause the breaking of pairs. It is this type of approxima-

1112 tion that led to a gap in the energy spectrum. ' Rather 

it is necessary to treat the problem in the sense of 

13 Eliashberg m which the pairing theory is a first approxi

mation and the terms that correspond to the breaking of 

pairs lead to non-negligible effects. 
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The treatment of the condensate and the zero momen

tum excitation are two of the points which are still unde

nt ic 25 
cided. Bogoliubov ' and others ' treat the zero momentum 

operators as constants and hence neglect the phase changes 

that occur in an interacting system due to particle-particle 

collisions. It seems that the correct treatment should not 

make this replacement for the Bose condensation which only 

means that n0 which is proportional to the magnitude squared 

of the zero momentum operators is large. Pairing only as

sumes phase locking between two zero momentum operators and 

the expectation value of a single one is zero not a finite 

constant. Also it has been assumed in the literature that 

as the excitation momentum approaches zero, the operator 

which creates excitations of finite momentum goes over into 

7 9 the operator which creates the zero momentum excitation. ' 
O 

However, it was found in one of the recent calculations 

that there was no single particle like excitation in the 

zero momentum state. Hence one must be careful in taking 

the limit as the excitation momentum goes to zero. We will 

find that if there is a zero momentum excitation, it is 

collective and not single particle like and that if such an 

excitation exists at all, its energy cannot be zero. 

We use the equation of motion method to perform the 

calculation, using a modified form of the "Second Random 

17 Phase Approximation" to truncate the resulting infinite 



set of couple equations. This method seems to be ideally 

suited to this calculation since it automatically separates 

the pair conserving from the pair breaking terms. This 

method also allows the inclusion of collective as well as 

single particle like excitations. Although in this proce

dure one is ostensibly looking for excitations more complex 

than those found in the pairing theory, it will be seen that 

when certain approximations are made, corrections to the 

pairing theory excitations can be found due to the fact that 

they are not eigen excitations of the full Hamiltonian. 



THE METHOD 

The equation of motion method gives a prescription 

for solving for the operator that creates elementary excita

tions above the true ground state. Suppose ¥ is the true g 

ground state and we can find an operator "0" that obeys 

[0,H] = UtoO . 1-1 

Then since 

HT = E ¥ , 1-2 
g g g 

where E is the energy of the true ground state, by defini-g 

tion the lowest energy in the problem, and since (1-1) 

implies 

H0¥g = (Eg - tno)0¥g , 1-3 

we must have 

0^ = zero . 1-4 
g 

This is the equation for the ground state, ¥ , once 0 has g 

been found. Also, taking the hermitian conjugate of (1-1) 

and using the hermiticity of H we have 

[H,0+] = Tiu)0+ 1-5 

and hence 
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HO+H' = (E + •hw)0+T . 1-6 
g g g 

t Equation (1-6) implies that 0 is the operator that creates 

eigen excitations above the true ground state with energy 

hw. In the remainder of this paper, units in which Ti = 1 

will be used. 

In an interacting system, finding the operator that 

creates elementary excitations is no easy task. This opera

tor will involve all the particles in the system, there be

ing on the order of 1023 in many body systems such as solids, 

liquids, or gases. Hence it is usually necessary to look 

for an approximate operator. One of the ways this can be 

done is by a self consistent field approximation. One such 

approximation is made by replacing certain operator combina

tions by their expectation values and then considering these 

expectation values to comprise an external field which is 

then determined by a self consistency calculation. This 

method will be used in the present paper. 

We begin by expanding the exact operator in an in

finite series 

0 = Jc.A. . 1—7 
i 

We then truncate the series at a certain point by requiring 

that all operators involving more than k particles be writ

ten in terms of operators involving fewer by replacing opera

tors by expectation values. We require the same thing in 
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the commutator of 0 with the Hamiltonian, i.e., 

Ko^.H] = I . 1-8 

We are thus dealing with k equations in the k unknowns, c^ 

from which we can find 0 and to by requiring that the approx

imate operator obey (1-1). This is true since (1-1) with 

(1—8) implies 

!=Aj = "cj • 1"9 

or 

Kc = toe 1-10 

where K signifies the transpose of K, and hence 

Det(K - to) = 0 . 1-11 

However, since we expect that the larger we make the set of 

operators we include the better will be the approximation, 

the dimensions of K will in general be large and therefore 

we develop a procedure by which we eliminate part of the set 

before we attempt to solve (1-10,11). 

To do this we go back to (1-9). We then write out 

the equations for the c., j > n, and solve these for the 
J 

c.'s, j > n, in terms of the c.'s, j ̂  n. We then substi-
J 0 
tute these solutions back into (1-9) and hence (1-10) 

becomes 
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(K' (to) )c' = coc' 1-12 

where the dimensions of c' and K' are now n rather than k. 

In this paper we use a slightly different tack which 

can be shown to give exactly the same solutions to (1-10,11) 

as does (1-12). In (1-8) we require 

|KuAj • ™Ai i-13 

rather than (1-9). We then partially solve (1-13) just as 

we did (1-10) except we are now solving for operators in

stead of coefficients and we arrive at equation (1-12) for w 

and the coefficients just as before. The proof is left to 

the appendices. 

The proof that equation (1-13) leads to equation 

17 (1-12) is a proof that the method of Suhl and Werthamer 

for finding the energy spectrum of the excitations also 

allows one to find the operator which creates them. We must 

point out that equations (1-13) are not operator equations 

in the true sense of the word, i.e., equations (1-13) do not 

hold for all wave functions. Their only justification for 

existence is that they lead to (1-12) and are easier to 

apply than equations (1-9). 

Prom solving equation (1-12) it will be seen that 

the c's and co will be functions of the expectation values 

which replaced unwanted operators in (1-7). These have not 



been calculated as yet. Since these expectation values are 

to be taken in the true ground state which when calculated 

from (1-^1) will itself be a function of the expectation 

values, it is easy to see that self consistency is impor

tant. The way this is taken care of is to invert the opera

tor 0 and write the operators A in terms of 0. Once this is 

done, the expectation values can be calculated because the 

expectation values of products of the O's are known since by 

definition they create excitations above the true ground 

state. 



APPLICATION TO THE SUPERPLUID BOSE LIQUID 

The Hamiltonian we choose is that with two body 

interactions. In the second quantitized notation it is 

4* 4* 4* 
H = yja^a^ + ( 2£2 ) J ^k — ^-k ' + q k 2-1 

t tt't 

where 

Vk = V„k 2-2 

is the Boson-Boson potential and 

+ *f* *1" 
C a^ j a* ^ ^ / ) E a^ 5 a^ / ] - C a^ 9 a^ / ] — 0 • 2—3 

We are assuming that there is both a macroscopic occupation 

of the zero momentum state and that two particles of oppo

site momentum will tend to pair up in the ground state. 

Hence we attach special importance to terms involving a<> or 
f 4* 4* 4* 
a0 and terms of the form a* a_k , a-u as well as akal! since 

we expect that these terms will have large expectation 

values in the ground state. For this reason we also divide 

the Hamiltonian into three parts H = H0 + Hj + Hs where 

V0 •]• 
Ho = i (ek 2Q a° a° ̂ir jO ) £•» Sk 

t 

+ (2Q)"1 I (v0 + Vk_ k / )a1c+/ak/a^a, 2-4 
tt f 

11 
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Hj = ( 2£2 ) ' £ vk_k / ( 1— 6k ^ J; / ) ( 1- + J; / ' S_k / ^ic 3._k 2—5 
tt ' ' 

Hg = ( 2J2) 1 J Vk-_k/(l-6kjk/)(l-6jc+i£/+qjo)(l""^qJo) 
ft ft 

•j* *|* 
^ k + q • 2 — 6 

Here we have made the approximation 

Vo f V0 f . 
2Q ®k ®i£ ~ 20, a°8,0 k» 0 

since we assume only the zero momentum state is macroscop-

ically occupied and we are working in the limit N,t] •> » and 

p = N/£2 remains finite. 

It is easily seen that equations (2-3) and (2-*l) 

operating on a wave function in which all particles are 

paired,' i.e., either k,-k are both occupied or both un

occupied, that the result will be a pairing wave function. 

Hence we say that (2-3,^0 are a pairing Hamiltonian while 

(2-5) is not since Hs operating on a pairing wave function 

will leave some unpaired particles. 

We now look for an operator Op which creates an ex

citation of momentum -p. We will pick the constituents to 

be operators involving either one or three single particle 

operators which we will call singles and triples, respec

tively. We will be required to calculate the commutators of 

all operators in Op with the Hamiltonian. There are two 
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singles that involve the momentum -p. We can create an ex-
->• 4-

citation with momentum -p with a_p or since we are assum

ing extensive pairing and hence that nk « ruk . 

Therefore we commute each of these with the full 

Hamiltonian. We find 

[a, ,H] = (ep -y- ~n0 6Pf 0+2(2 )̂-1̂ (V0+Vk+p )a '̂ak )av 2-8 
it 

+ (2fl)-1£(Vk_ P+Vk+P )(l-<5kj p )(l-6t+p,o )ak a_k a?t 2-9 
t 

+ (2fl)"~1 J (Vk + q _p +Vk +p )(l-6k+,)P Jd-fik-p, o)(l-6,,o) 
tt 

+ 
x  aq-p  ak+  ,£Lk  .  2-10 

We now begin our process of replacing operator prod-
4* 

ucts by expectation values. We replace ^ by 

•J* { a ^ a ^ )  = nk 2-11 

in (2-8) and a_k by 

(a^ a_k > E bk 2-12 

"f* "f* *f* in (2-9). These and bk = a^k ) are the only averages we 

expect to be non-zero in the ground state and hence we can 

go no further here. We now define 

Sp-V" -^9-«5pJo+2(2«)-1I(V0+Vk+p )nk 5 Ep 2-13 
•f 

(2n)"1J(Vk_p+Vk+p )(l-6k p)(l-6k+p o)bk = Ap . 2-14 
t 
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Hence we can write (2-8,9,10) as 

[ap,H] = Epa1)+ApaI1)+(2fi)-1 £(Vk + q_p +Vk + p ) (l-6k + ) 
tt 

J. 

X (l-6ic+Pjo)(l~^qJo)aii-pak+qa».k 2-15 

We note that there are no terms in (2-10) which can 

be linearized (operators replaced by expectation value's), 

i.e., all triples arise from the commutator [a,, ,H2]. Thus 

we see that the pairing and non-pairing terms are indeed 

treated differently. 

We also have 

[aj"p ,H] = -Epaj'p-Ap+ap-(2n)-1 I (Vk_ p+Vk + q+p ) (l-6k + q+ p 0 ) 
11 

*  ( l —  6 k ^ p  ) ( l —  < 5  q  ^ 0  )  +  q k  S p  +  q  2 — 1 6  

We note that once again all triples come from the term in

volving Hs. Also we see that (2-15,16) can be written in a 

more symmetric fashion by defining 

/ f •Ap (kk q) = a^qBjj a^ /<5k+k./+ q ̂  P (1— 5k /+ q ) (1— $k +k ' ,0 ) 

x(l—6k+q,0), 2—17 

j. x 4. 
A_p (kk'q) = a_k /a_k aq6k+k /+ qjP (l-6k /+ , j0 ) 

X (l-^k+k/,o)(l'"(5k+q,o) > 2 —18 

a* 
% B 

and 

a~pj 
2-19 
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( \ (kk'q) 

a!p (kk'q) 
Vp (kk'q) = ( , 1 2-20 

This allows us to write both (2-15,16) as 

/ Ap\ 
C^p >H] = ^ + (2fi)-1 I (Vk+q+Vk/+q) 

\-BP "EP/ tt't 

x T8Y,(kk'q) 2-21 

where 

T3 = 
, -
0 -1 

2-22 

We now further truncate the operator 0 by only keep

ing triples appearing in (2-21). We must nov; write an equa

tion of motion for Ta yp (kk'q). And in our partial 

diagonalization procedure we will solve for the triples in 

terms of the singles in the spirit of (1-13) and the follow

ing comments. Hence our equations of motion for the triples 

are 

[T8yp (kk'q),H] = WTs^p (kk'q) 2-23 

where the commutator is linearized so that only singles and 

triples appear. In order to solve (2-23) for the triples in 

terms of the singles we make two approximations. The first 

is to replace Vk by 

V = constant . 2-24 

This will require that a momentum cutoff be introduced so 
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that any momentum sums which may be taken will converge. 

The second is to neglect the effect of HX in (2-23). This 

is due mainly to the fact that these terms cannot be written 

in terms of the singles and triples in (2-21) and thus are 

to be dropped by fiat. Also we do not feel that they are 

important enough to require the enlargement of 0 to include 

them but that the terms important to the superfluid phase 

will be found in H0 and HS. Therefore (2-23) gives 

{w - (EK +E^ /-E,)T3 }T3 Yp (kk'q) 

) +1C '+ <ijp ' q^p 

+ 2n,j'¥„• (kuv) + 2n,J'4<p (k'uv) + 2 + I l *p ̂  
bk 0/ ft 

f° M , 
1 ?p (quv) 

U V 

l ' \  (uvk) 2nk V (k'uv) - 2r± /1' ¥p (kuv) 

2-25 

where 

f(k)l = f(k)l (1-5U fc )(l-6Vjfc ) 
.i V V. ^ 

2-26 

uv U V 

and the matrix Fklt / q is given by 
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(pkk'q)in = 4{n,(bk+bk / ) - bk/nk - nk/bk } 

(Fkk / q)si - 4{nq (b^/+bk+) - bk+/nk + b^r^/} 

' 4« 
( P f c k / q ) 2 3  = ^{b„ (bk+bk / ) + nq (l+nk+i\ / ) - nk nk /} 

2-27 

and we have used nk « n_k . 

We now invert the left hand side of (2-25) and sum 

over k,k',q to get 

x [right hand side of (2-25)] . 2-28 

We note in (2-28) that the energy denominators 

change sign depending on the relative magnitudes of ^ , 

E, and also from (2-13) that E0 is discontinuously lower 

than E0+. These considerations along with the fact men

tioned earlier, i.e., we expect operators including an a<j or 
4* 
aj to have larger expectation values in the ground state, 

suggest that the most important terms in (2-28) are those in 

which one of the summation indices is zero. Keeping these 

18 terms corresponds to keeping H,p in Girardeau's paper the 

inclusion of which was shown to produce a correction of the 

same order as the gap found in the pairing approximation. 
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To recapitulate then, (2-21) becomes 

Op ,H] = [ ̂  Ap) ̂  + 7T I Ta Tp (Ok'k)+^ I T3VP (kk'O) . 
l-Ap -Epy tt' itt I 
x 2-29 

The approximate operator ̂ kat creates elementary excitations 

becomes 

0 = clp a„+c2p aj"p + I c3pkk /Ap (Ok/k)+ £ c4 p k k  ,A?P (Ok'k) 
t it' tt ' ' ' 

+ I cEpkk/Ap (kk'0)+ I c6pkk/A!p (kk'O) . 2-30 
tt' ft' 

We nov; require 

[T3Vp (kk'0),Ho+Ha] = WT8Yp(kk'0) , 2-31 

[t3¥p (Ok'k) ,H0+H2 ] = wiaTp (Ok'k) , 2-32 

where the commutators are linearized, and solve these for 

the triples in terms of the singles in the spirit of (1-13) 

and the following comments. 

We get, after linearization, 

{W - (Eo+E;)T8 }TaVp.(0k'k) 

— (l-<5k , o )(l—6k / s o ) (+ k ', o )^it+k ',p J t jjNj. k / \ p p  

10 b, 
+ 2i\ (0uv)-2nk ,1 Tp (Ouv)- £ Tp(uv0)} 2-33 

tit tit \W > 0/ tt 

where the matrix Nklc / is given by 
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•I. 

(Nk k ' )u = Mbk (b0+bk / )+nk (l+n0+nk , )-n0n]£ , } 

(Nkk')is - Mnk (b0+bk / )-bk/n0-nk/b0 } 

4« 4» •}• 
(Nkk/)2i = ;l{nk (bk/+b0 )-bk/n0-b0nk / } 

«l a. 
= Mbk (b0+bk / )+nk (l+n0+nk / )-n0nk / } 

and 

{OJ - (+1^ / -E0 )TS }T3 (kk' 0 ) 

= {(l-6k>o)(l-($)C/)o)(l-($k+lc/)o)(5]c+lc')p ̂  

+ 2 
fO bk \ /0 bk /\ 
+ I Yp (Ouv) + 2 . £'yp (Ouv) 

\bk 01 lbk / 0] t? 

2-3^ 

+ (l+nk )l' ¥p (uvO) + r\ ,Tp (uvO ) 2-35 
tt t? 

where the matrix f^k/ is given by 

4* 
(Mkk / ) 11 = ^{b0 (bk +bk / )+n0 (1+nn +nk / )-nknk / } 

2-36 

(Mkk/)is = ^{n0 (bk+bk / )-bk/nk-nk/bk } 

(Mkk / )s i = ^ (n0 (bj*/ +bj* )-bJ"nk , -bj"/ nk } -

(Mkk / )ss = ^{b0 (bk++bk+/)+n0 (l+nk 4-njj / )-nk nk / } . 

We now note that due to the delta functions in 

(2-33,35) none of u, v, or ic in (2-26) can be zero. Thus we 

can drop the primes on the summations in (2-33,35) with 

negligible error. We then sum both sides of (2-33,35) over 

and solve these tv/o coupled equations for the two sets 
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of triples in terms of the singles. To do this we define 

a± 1 »° o ) (1-fik jP )a>±(E^ +^_p -E0 ) 2-37 

if 

b 
= ^(1-6.. ) 7(1-6. T? 2-38 &+ - 7T(1~6» »° >° ̂ p ^10+Efe H-Efc, p ~E0 

3_ - )I(l-<Sit,o )(l-$k,p )(A3-4-E^. p+E0 2-39 

t 

L - g(l-S,,o)I(l-«k,o)(l-«.,,) "*«- p +E° x ) 

if \ 0 w+E^ +E^_ p -Eo/ 

x  M k j k . p  

p  

2-^0 

Y± = 0 ̂ (1"6k»0 H1"6*.? ̂u+CE^+X-'p-Et ) 2-2,1 

S- ~ I(1_6p »o , o )(1-<5icJ p ^ai-Eo-E^Ip +El£ 2-42 

i* 
C = ^1~<Sp» 0 ̂ ^1~6k> 0 ̂ ̂ 1~6k» P ^w+Eq+Ek_P p -F^ 2_i<3 

p  1 c  

1 0 
P  5  S ( H , „ ) J ( i - a , , „ ) ( K „ )  { c o - B o - E « _ » + E ^  1  

.* \ W+E0 +Efe_ p -E^J 

x Nk,k_p 2-HH 

Dx = (1 + Y+)(1 - a J - C+3_ 2-^5 

D2 = (1 - y_) (1 + a+ ) - C_(3+ 2-46 

and using these definitions we have 



I t3Vp (kk'O) = 
lc Ic 

and 

- 3 _ \  
Di 

3+_ 
L Do 

P + 

'l + I+_ 
Di 
0 

0 

1-Y. 
D2 

21 

ik, 2-^7 

^ Tafp (Ok'k) 
££' 

'l+a4 

"dT 

0 

0 
1-a. 
~dT 

P -
0 

£±_ 
Pa 

Ds 

0 
r p p  2 - H 8  

And substituting (2-35) and (2-36) into (2-17) we have 

C4». ,H] = 

(En  

\-*i -V 
a 

^2(l+a+ ) 
"Da 

fk 
D2 

Dx 

2(l-a_) 
D, 

2T. 
D2 

1-Y-
Da 

2-19 

Also, if we define 

' I I 
(1— fit . o ) (p ) bjj 

ft -> w± (E0 +I^_p -Ejj ) it 
2-50 

and neglect all terms in P and I< that are not proportional 

•j* 
to a b0 , b0 or n0 we can write 

P = L\ 
/b0n>+n0Y__ b0 y_-n0 C _\ 

ib0Y+-n0?+ b0 n+ +n0 Y+ ) 
2-51 

and 
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L = 
[2b0 3+ +4n0 a+ 

2n0 3-

2n0 3+ 

2b0 B.+ ̂Ino a J 
2-52 

If we now substitute (2-51,52) into (2-^9) we have 

Op ,H] = K'ip p  = 

where K" is given by 

^ M + — k" 

-a+ -d n . 
2-53 

Ki'i = ^-{2 (1+Y+ ) (b0 3+ +2n0 a+ ) - 43_ (bQ y+ -n0 C+ )} 

+ {2(l+a+ ) (b0 n_-n0 ) + £_n03_) 2-5H 

K // _ 
18 = PF-{2 (1+Y+ )n0 3+ - ^3_(b0n++n0y+ )} 

+ rr-(2(l+a+ ) (b0 y_-n0 £_) + (bQ 3_+2n0 a_) } 2-55 

K; • _ 4 
21 ~ dT 

(2(l-a_) (b0 Y+-n0 C_) + C+ (b0 3+ +2n0 a+ ) } 

+ -{ ̂  3+ (b0 n_+n0 Y-) + 2(l-Y_)no3«} 2-56 

Kb a = g^-{2 (l-a_) (b0 ri+ +n0 Y+ ) - C+ 3+ n0 } 

+ TT-^13+ (b0Y_-n0C_) + 2(1-Y»)n03_) 2-57 

We should now solve Det(K'-w) = 0 for w and then K' a = toa 
•I* 

for the coefficients of Bp , a_p in 0. This is very compli

cated, however, and will only be done in an approximate 



manner in this paper. The approximation we make is the 

replacement of w in K' by the bare particle energy, i.e., 

» - e, = ^ • 2-58 

In this approximation Det(K'-io) is a quadratic equa

tion in w of which the solution is 

u = —-(K^+Ki'j) ± |{p(K /̂
2+Ki,1)2 

+ *»[(^ KG I -AP )(^ KIA +AP ) 

+ (e^kjikep- | k^a)])^ • 2-59 

This solution is of some interest even though it is 

extremely unwieldy. Due to its form it is easily seen that 

w is complex when the term in the bracket is negative. This 

is due to the approximation (2-58) since in this approxima

tion we have not solved exactly for the operator 0 and the 

problem is better understood as a more realistic treatment 

of the pairing problem with lifetime and renormalization 

effects added due to the inclusion of H2 in the Hamiltonian. 

The problem of whether or not to is complex in any region of 

the spectrum has not been solved yet due to the complicated 

nature of the equations involved. 

The equations are greatly simplified if the excita

tion momentum is allowed to approach zero, i.e., in the long 

wavelength limit. However, we must say a few words about 
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how this limit is taken. It can be seen from the defini

tions (2-37) through (2-^-1) that there is a discontinuity in 

the equations when the momentum is taken from very small 

values to zero. However, it will be shown in the next sec

tion that these equations do not hold for the zero momentum 

excitation. Hence when we let the momentum of the excita

tion approach zero it must remain finite. We do assume that 

the excitation momentum can be made small enough to allow us 

to approximate 

ep = 0 2-60 

nk = r\ p 2-6l 
k ̂  0 

bk = bk_p . 2-62 

We also assume we can pick phases such that all b's are real, 

i.e., 

bk = bk+ . 2-63' 

This is the case in the strict pairing approximation and we 

assume it is true here also. 

With these approximations we have 

a+ = -a_ = a 2-6*t 

3+ = -S_ = 3 2-65 

= -C. = C 2-66 

Y+ = 0 2-67 
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DJ = DE = D = (l+o) + CB 2-69 

and hence 

^ Ki'i = - ^ Kgs = Ap (no relation to the operator) 2-70 

I KU ' - I Kil - B, 2-71 

where 

Ap = | J {b0 (e-Hc) + 4a(n0-b0 C)J 2-72 

PV 
BP = M + 4c (b„ B+n0a)} . 2-73 

Hence in the long wavelength limit we can write 

I*, >H] = 
EP +AP AP +BP. 

-AP -BP -EP AP/ 
2-7zl 

Due to the form of (2-7^) one can see that the non-

pairing terms in the long wavelength limit act like the 

results of added interactions in a pairing Hamiltonian. The 

term Ap is a correction to the single particle energy and BP 

is a correction to the pairing energy. We want now to look 

more closely at BP since we are looking for an attractive 

interaction that will produce pairing. We see that BP is 

the result of an attractive interaction if BP and Ap have 

opposite signs. If we write out (2-73) in detail a suffi

cient condition for an attractive interaction is 
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{l+a+3c}~1{ 
E0 "'"kfc.. p —Ejj 

n0 (1+a) 
Efc +1^ p -E0 

This expression depends for its sign only on the signs of 

the energy denominators. If all energy denominators are . 

positive (2-75) cannot be negative. If all are negative the 

condition becomes 

interaction is attractive is complicated and depends on the 

exact model chosen, and the solutions to the self consistency 

equations. However, there, are regions in momentum space 

over which (2-75) is negative as shown by (2-76,77) and if 

we pick (2-75) equal to (-const(ft/V)) over the region in 

which it is attractive and zero otherwise we get 

1+3S > |ot | , > |n0a+b03| • 2-76 

or 

The question of the maximum range over which the 

Bp = -8 const ^(l-«5p , o )I(l-<sn , o ) (l-<Sk , p )bk . 2-78 
k 

And since p ^ 0 we can put in a factor (l-<5k+ p s 0 ) with 

negligible error and hence write the corrected pair 

Hamiltonian as H = H0+Hi where 



Ho - I (Eic +Aj; -y- 6k s o )aj"a]t + £ aj 3ic ' ai£ ' > 2-79 
k  k l  '  

Hl = 5?2 ^ (1_A+k ' ,o ) (1-6* j)t / ){l-8conste (k,k'-K) 
k k  '  

x (1— 6jj so ) (1— / J o )} &k 3—JJ Sjj / a_k / J 2— 8 0 

where 0(k,k'-K) is 1 when both k,k' are in the region of 

momentum space in which (2-75) is negative and zero other

wise. We see here that the total interaction in (2—80) is 

attractive over the region in which the added interaction is 

non zero if const > 1/8. Also it will be noted that this 

interaction obeys the condition for simple Bose condensa-

ii 5 
tion. ' 

We now investigate the energy spectrum which from 

(2-7^0 can be written 

wp = { (Ep +Ap )2 - (Ap+Bp)2}* . 2-81 

The question of whether or not oip approaches zero as p 

approaches zero cannot be answered here. However, in the 

next section when we discuss the zero momentum excitation we 

will show that (2-8l) does not hold for zero momentum. This 

means that setting p = 0 in (2-8l) and drawing conclusions 

about the energy spectrum is incorrect. What can be done is 

to choose y such that (2-81) has a linear spectrum for very 
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small but finite momentum. Then as will be seen the equa

tion for conservation of particle number can be thought of 

as determining n0. However, if a gap does appear we feel it 

is a result of the approximation (2-58) and that a more 

11 12 18 accurate solution for wp will have no gap. ' ' In fact 

it can be shown that there is a solution to (1-1) using 

(2-30) that exhibits no gap. However, that this is the only 

solution has not been proved. This will be investigated in 

a later paper. 

The Zero Momentum Excitation 

It is clear from the equations for the finite momen

tum excitations that the zero momentum excitation is not 

described by substituting p = 0 in (2-30). That this is 

true can be seen in this calculation or even in the pairing 

theory where 

+ 
Oo = Uo ao Vo ao 

2-82 
u| - Vo = 1 

because any operator that obeys (1-1) in some approximation 

must also obey 

[0p2 ,H] = 2to0p2 2-83 

in the same approximation. 

For simplicity v/e restrict our treatment of the zero 

momentum excitation to the pairing theory. All conclusions 
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thus drawn will also be valid in the extended calculation of 

this paper. . Hence (2-83) takes the form 

COp 'linearized = 2w0p * 

However, when p = 0 (2-8'l) is not obeyed due to the fact 

that when p ^ 0 

<ap ap > ,<aja_p > 2-85 

are zero but when p = 0 these terms go over to 

( 3o ) > ( 3o ̂ci ) j ( ) 2—86 

which are not zero but of the order of the total number of 

particles in the system due to the Bose condensation. 

We see that we will encounter this problem in any 

attempt to create a single particle like zero momentum exci

tation (made up of singles and triples). However, if we 

choose 0o to be made up of a sum of products of even numbers 

of single particle operators, i.e., 2's, ̂ 's, 6's, etc., all 

possible linearizations will be made when the first power of 

the operator is commuted with the Hamiltonian. That is, for 

operators such as (2-82) 

C°o,H3iin ? 0o [0o ,H]lln + [Oo ,H]lln0o 2-87 

but for the operator made up of all even numbers of opera

tors the equals sign holds in (2-87). 



We therefore expect that the zero momentum operator 

will be better approximated by including only even numbers 

of single particle operators. However, since we choose an 

approximation we do not expect it to obey (2-83). 

We choose as our approximation to 00 the set 

1* 1* 1* / 1* Oq = d i ao ao dg ao ao + d3 ao sto + £ d4 ̂  ak a^ 
lc 

+ rd5k^ALK + l' d6fc AK ELK . 2-88 
k  k  

Here ]>' means k / 0 in the sum. Note that all terms actual-
k  

ly create or destroy zero momentum. 

We now want to ascertain the properties of (2-88). 

To do so we use (1-1) with H = Ho+Hi. We get 

•f* *|* *{• v f / 
C ao ao , HQ "Hij ] = Ao ao ao — Ao ao &o J k 

k  

- ^<>ra.t,a+ 2-89 
k  

where A is given by (2-8). 

[ ao ao ) H0 +Hi ] — 2Eo ao ao — 2 (Ao H o-) a-o ao R 

1VJV/8t0 2V r/ + t 0 on 
"o~^o L a,, a* ~ 7rn° L a-k 2-90 ft ° ̂  Q 

k  k  

2V + 
[ 3.q 8.q j Ho +Hi ] = 2E0 a0 ao 2 (Ao ) &0 ao 

+ + yno^a^ . 2-91 
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We now proceed as In the finite momentum case by requiring 

[aja^ ,Ho +Hj ] = waj a* , 
4* + .f. 4. 

[a^ a_k ,H0 +Hj ] - wak a_k , 2-92 

[a_k ,H0 +Hi ] = wan a.j. , 

and solve for the sums of these operators In (2-88) In 

terms of a^a0 , a^*ao, a0a0. It Is now convenient to define 

t 
ao ao = A1  J J 8-0 SLQ 111

 
>
 

w Bo S lq - A3 

t a* a^ = ^4k 
t 

ak a-k - A5k ak a_j. — A6fc 2-93 

k  
- K r Ask 

k  

= a5 I '  A6k 
k  

= A G . 

Hence we get 

[A4k,H0+H1] = ^bk I(l-6k>1 )(l-6k + 1,0 )ax+ali 
i 

+ ̂  a_k I(l-6i, * ) (1-fijt + i ,o )t>i* 
l 

~ b̂k I , k ) (l~5k +1 s o )&i a_ j 
i 

- ^a!* I(l-<51}1£ )(l-«k + i,o )b» 2-94 
a 

Since k ̂  0 we write 

J (l-6k } i ) (1—6k + a_i = a0 a0 + £ aj a_i = As + A5 2—95 
l i 
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and likewise for similar terms. We expect this to be a good 

approximation because for k f 0 all ground state averages in 

the sum are assumed to be approximately equal and hence 

leaving out one or two will not affect the sum over all k. 

Hence 

CA4 k  ,H0  +H) 3 =  j2"bk  As + j^bjj A5  + Ak  Aok  — jy^k A3 

"" Ae — Ak A5k 2-96 

and 

hv + v 
[A5k jHo+Hi] = -2EltA5I: - ̂ A4 - £(2nk+l)A2 

~ (2njj +1) Ag — 2Ak A4 k 

and 

2-97 

[A6k,H0+Ha] = 2EkA6lc + + ̂ bk A4 + ̂ (2nk+l)A3 

+ ̂ (2^+1 )Ae + 2Ak A4k 2-98 

Setting (2-96) = TOA4K , (2-97) = WA5K , (2-98) = U)A6jc we get 

/ w 

24 + 

-24* 

0 

00+2^ 

0 w-

Ak \ 

0 

2E,y 

/A, 4 k 

A, 5 k 

A 6kJ 

/ o 

4 V. t 
"TT^ 

\iiv 
\f2bk 

Xv, V. 

\ 
-^(2nk+l) 0 

(2^ +1)/ 

/A A 

Aa  

VW 

/AA 

A, 

\A s/ 

. 2-99 
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We must now invert the left hand side of (2-99). In 

doing so we note that the off diagonal terms on the left 

hand side do not change the character of the equations we 

will get but only serve to complicate the algebra and hence 

in the first approximation we drop them. Therefore we can 

write (2-99) as 

0 \ 0 

1 
w+2E^ 

0 

0 

0)-iW 

o 

v; 
4v,.t 
ft 

n 

-|(2nk +1) 

V, t 
~ftbx 

rbk 
V 

B / 
Now taking I of both sides we can write 

k  

^ I  0 

K 

\AeJ 

iiXy' ~ o i  
W 

Ap 
CO 

V y /  (2n„ +1) 

A 
w 

ft £ o)+2E k ' 
--y 
ftf 

\ ft z u-2K 

w+2E^ 

0 
Vy/ (2nv +1) 
ft^ w-2E^ 

2-100 

We now bring all terms multiplying 
K\ 
A5 
iA el 

2-101 

to the left hand 

side and invert. After making the definitions 



Vy/ 2n„ +1 
u>±2Elc 

k  

we get 

= B ilVr/ K 
± » ft L u+2E 

= C l\V\' b„ 
+ ' S2 L oi-2Fv 

3'I 

= C_ , 2-102 

Det 

•j* 
(-$*• C+ (l-B_)-^-C_(l+B+ ) 

x -C+ (l-B_ ) 

C„ (1+B+ ) 

AQ 
0) (1-B_) -4~( I+B+ X (0 

- (1-B_) (—C+ +B+ )-^-B,. C_ w + + u + 

AQ_ 
w 

0) C+ 

(1+B+ ) (B_-~~-)+^B_C+y 

where 

Det = ^2-C_(l+B+) + (1-B_) {1+B+ +—C+ } Ao 
CO w 

2-103 

2-101 

We write (2-101) as 

\ /A* 

A5 

\AG/ 

Det M 2-105 

Also we see that using definitions (2-91) we can write 

(2-86), (2-88), and (2-89) as 
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JA\ 
AR ,HO+hI] 

o=; -AD A, 

[-2(aj+~bj) -2e0 0 

9 V 
^2(A0+^b0) 0 

* b0 V. F 
?2 

2v 
-irno 

2V-
n -n0 

Ac 2-106 

And hence our equations become 

where 

K' = 

M 

As 

\a3/ 

J HQ +Ho] 

° . t 
•a0 

-2(Aj+^bJ) -2E0 

\2(A0+~b0) 0 

'°\ 

0 

2E0/ 

4Vut 
Det n 

& - —b0 

2v 
-rrn° 

VJ'\ 
nb° \ 

2Y 
R 

r / -n0/ 

M 2-107 

where M is given by (2-103), (2-105) and Det by (2-104). 
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We must now solve Det(K' - 00) = 0 for to. The most 

Important point to consider is whether or not to is real. 

However*, as in the case for finite momentum excitations the 

solution must be found by using successive approximations 

for co. The first attempt is to try to = 0 in K' . 

To simplify matters we once again pick phases so 
+ 

that bk = bk and hence A, C are real. However, when this is 

done 1/Det becomes indeterminate, i.e., 

1 _ to 

Det ~ A0 C_ (1+B+ )+(1-B_)(1+B+ )to+ (1-B_ ) A0 C+ 2-108 

and as to -> 0, C_ •* -C+ , B_ -> -B+ , and 1/Det ->- 0/0. This 

suggests that we not substitute but take the limit as to -> 0. 

We write 

Det = —C (1+EL) + C (1-B_) } + (1-B )(1+B+) . 2-109 
to T + 

The part that gives the trouble is 

i C_(l+B+ ) + C+ (1-B.) 2-110 

and to evaluate this in the limit as to -> 0 we use 

L'Hopital's rule. This gives 

k k 

- 2-ni 

k  k  
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which is finite. However, we see that all terms in M except 

Mil, MS1, and M3x tend to infinity as w approaches zero and 

hence we see that 

Det(K' - to) « . 2-112 
w->0 

Hence there is a minimum finite excitation energy for the 

zero momentum excitation if such an excitation exists. 

The proof of the existence of the zero momentum ex

citation requires that a non-zero approximation for to in 

(2-105) be used and then Det(K' - to) and the integral equa

tions (2-100) be solved subject to the self consistency 

solutions of the finite momentum case. This must be done by 

computer and is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we 

can see that there are no new self.consistency requirements 

since all expectation values introduced in handling, the zero 

momentum excitation are found by solving the self consistency 

problem in the finite momentum case and choosing n0. Choos

ing n0 fixes the magnitude of b0 , bj" due to the simple Bose 

condensation (n0 » n0 ±1) and the phases are chosen to be 

f the same as those of bk , bk . We now go to the discussion of 

self consistency. 



Self Consistency 

As has been mentioned before it is necessary to find 

the coefficients in 0p to investigate the problem of self 

consistency. Once this is done one can calculate the expec

tation values which are treated as an external field using 

the equations 

<0p+0p> = Vp , 2-113 

<0p
+0tp> = 0 , 2-114 

<0p0_p> = 0 , 2-115 

with the supplementary normalization condition which in our 

case is 

<[0p,0p+]> = 1 2-116 

which assures that our operators create Bosons. In the 

Boson case 

vp = {exp(3(jdp ) - l}"1 , 3 e (kT)"1 . 2-117 

We note that equations (2-113,11^,115) are only 

needed for finite p since this takes care of the zero momen

tum expectation values also as discussed previously. Equa

tions (2-113,11^,115) give three equations in the three 
+ 

unknowns , bk , bk and hence allow the calculation of a, 3, 

y, £, n> and y. We note here that in the approximation we 

are using we are assuming that the interaction is tempera

ture independent. This is not exactly true (see Discussion) 



but since we are making this approximation the only differ

ence between T = 0 and finite temperatures is the inclusion 

of vp in the right hand side of (2-113). Hence in this 

approximation the calculations performed in this paper 

should be good at non zero temperatures where lifetime and 

renormalization effects become important. 

However, to perform the self consistency calculation 

it is necessary to find 0 (2-30). The prescription for do

ing so is given in the appendices. Prom equations (2-53) 

and (1-12) we get 

A+-V uP o^s a 
CIP = ( % )CSP , 2-118 

Ep-up 

where wp is given by (2-59), by. (2-5^0, and Ke3 by 

(2-57) and c2p must be chosen using the normalization condi

tion (2-116). TO obtain the remaining coefficients we must 

substitute (2-^7), (2-*l8) into (2-33) and (2-35). This 

gives matrix equations of the form 

T3yp (Ok'k) = Xpkk ,ipp  2-119 

and 

x 3 V p  (kk'O) = Ypkk . 2-120 

Hence (see Appendix) all we need do to find the coeffi

cients c3pkk/, c4pkk / , c5pkk/, and C6pki: / is to transpose X 

and Y and replace the operators by their coefficients, i.e., 



2-122 

2-121 

Equations (2-118, 121, 122) and the condition (2-116) (for 

Boson operators) give all the coefficients in the operator 

( 2 - 3 0 ) .  

Actually, for true self consistency it can be seen 

from equations (2-113, 11^, 115) that it would be necessary 

i* i* to include averages of the form <apA_p), <ApA_p), etc., and 

the fact that these are not included requires that we per

form only a restricted self consistency calculation. That 

is, we are required to write all expectation values that 

appear in (2-113, 11 ̂, 115) as products of the n* , b„. , bk 

and all that cannot be written in terms of these are 

dropped. We restrict even further and assume only Cip , c2p 

are non zero and hence use only the normal pairing operator 

But now clp , cEp contain corrections due to the pair 

breaking terms in H2. 

2-123 

with 

Clp - c|p = 1 . 2-12*1 
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In this restricted sense then we get in the long 

wavelength limit 

=  +  4 ) 4  '  c®« "  -  4 ) 4  •  2 - 1 2 5  

Hence inverting (2-123) and using (2-113, ll1), 115) and 

(2-117) we get 

< a^ a, > = = | 2-126 

and 

<ap+a^p> = (apa.p> = bp = -^^-^coth(^-) . 2-127 

Hence our self consistency equations become 

N = n0 + coth^T") "2* » 2-128 
k 

\ - jyt)0 ( 1- <5k # o ) - 2J7 I (l— ̂Icjk ' ) (1— ̂lt + k ' j 0 ) 
k' 

x /+Eic / )cOth(g03p ) 

BoJi, 
(Ejj +\ )coth(—^-) 

a p  =  ^  ^  i > \ .  ( E ^  + E k _ p  - E 0 )  J  P  ^  °  

$ov 
(\ )coth(—) 

g p  ( 1 - 6 k  > p  )  + E f c  - E o  )  '  0  

lc 

v (Ak )coth(-~^) 
Cp = ~2Q% ^ (Eo+E,, ) J P ^ 0 

lc 

where l' = £ (l-6k 9 0 ) . 

2-129 

2-130 

2-131 
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Equations (2-128 - 132) along with the supplementary 

equations (2-72) and (2-73) form a set of five coupled 

integral equations in five unknowns if n0 is chosen by other 

means such as choosing the ground state energy to be sta

tionary with respect to variation of n0 or choosing n0 to 

obtain a desired form of the energy spectrum. It is in the 

solution of these five equations that the momentum cut off, 

which was necessitated by approximating the potential by a 

constant, must be used. The solutions to these equations, 

though beyond the scope of this paper, will give the correc

tions to the pairing approximation due to the use of a more 

realistic Hamiltonian and finite temperatures. We note that 

due to the form of (2-129) a non trivial solution for the 

coherence parameter can be found due to the attractive part 

of the .interaction which resulted from the inclusion of H2. 



DISCUSSION 

We have developed a truncation procedure that can be 

used in conjunction with the equation of motion method along 

the lines of the Second Random Phase Approximation. How

ever, there is no reason to stop with the second R. P. A. 

since the procedures used in this paper could be carried on 

to include operators involving any number of particles. The 

only reasons the operators were restricted to singles and 

triples is because of the complicated nature of the equa

tions involved and the fact that we only wanted the first 

correction to the pairing approximation. Regardless of the 

size of the operators that one uses in the expansion of the 

operator that creates elementary excitations the method 

given in this paper is a well defined prescription for find

ing relations that are independent of the coefficients in 

the expansion and hence the excitation energy as well as the 

coefficients in the expansion themselves. Once the coeffi

cients have been found it is then possible to carry out the 

self consistency calculation in the true ground state, i.e., 

there is no need to postulate a simpler state in which the 

expectation values are to be taken. Also it should be noted 

that the choice of the operator which one expects to create 

elementary excitations dictates what expectation values 
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should be kept in order that the self consistency equations 

include all coefficients in 0. It was seen that in the case 

that the interaction is temperature independent, the method 

is easily extended to finite temperatures. Also since the 

method can in principle be used to find collective excita

tions of any size there are possibilities for its use in the 

case of strong interactions. 

In the application of the method to the case of the 

Bose superfluid, another aspect was found. This is the 

possibility of calculating corrections to simpler approxima

tions both by including more terms in the Hamiltonian and by 

including larger collective excitations. In this case, one 

does not solve for the exact excitation energy but uses the 

approximation of replacing K'(w) by K'(ep ) and then solving 

the resulting equations for the new excitation energy using 

the operators of the simpler approximation. Using this 

approximation with the pairing theory of the Bose superfluid 

it was possible to show that when particles that are not in 

time reversed states are allowed to interact (inclusion of 

H2) there are renormalization corrections in both the single 

particle energies and the pair energies and lifetime effects 

in the energy spectrum which change its form for large mo

mentum excitations. It was also shown that these correc

tions could be recast (in the long wavelength limit) into a 

corrected pair Hamiltonian in which the interaction between 



particles in time reversed states was augmented and that 

this augmentation could cause the total interaction to be 

attractive over certain regions of momentum space even if 

the unaugmented interaction was totally repulsive. It was 

found here as in reference 8 that the total interaction 

obeys the condition for a simple Bose condensation. 

It was also shown that the zero momentum excitation 

must be handled in a special manner contrary to most treat

ments in the literature. It was shown that the zero momen

tum excitation must be collective in nature. When the 

method of this paper was used to calculate the excitation 

energy of the zero momentum excitation it was found that it 

could not be zero. We feel that no zero momentum excitation 

exists but have not proved it as yet. This will be the sub

ject of a future paper. 

Also, even though we profess to be performing the 

calculations for finite temperature we have made the approxi

mation of a temperature independent interaction. This is 

19 not the case in the Bose superfluid since the interaction 

should actually be a scattering matrix which describes the 

interaction in the presence of the Bose condensation and , 

takes into account the enhanced probability of scattering 

into the zero momentum state due to the large number of 

particles already therein. 



k 6  

Finally, we feel that the method of this paper can 

be used in a description of the superfluid phase of liquid 

He11 with good results. The application will require that 

the short range repulsive part of the He^-He1* interaction be 

replaced by a scattering matrix. The important attraction 

will be given by correct treatment of H2. This attraction 

allows a simple Bose condensation. However, the simple Bose 

condensation is not entirely responsible for the superfluid 

transition but pairing is necessary for the coherence which 

produces the instability of the normal phase. Thus a cor-
\ 

rect treatment of superfluid He11 must include both pairing 

and a simple Bose condensation but neither the pairing 

approximation nor the replacement of the zero momentum oper

ators by constants (or both) is sufficient. 



APPENDIX I 

PROOF THAT BOTH EQUATIONS (1-9) AND (1-13) 

LEAD TO EQUATION (1-12) 

We have firstly 

• <1 
I c4 Ki j = wcj 1-9 

i =i 

for all j = 1 . . . n. Write out j = n, 

n -1 
CNK0N + J C4 Kt 6 = TOCA Al-1 

i  = 1  

and hence 
n -1 

CN = (w - Kot )"' I  CJ Kj n . Al-2 
1 = 1  

We now substitute (Al-2) into (1-9) to get 

T0' + Ku} = wc4 , j = 1 . . . n-1 Al-3 
u)— i\u j| 

1 =1 

and we now have n-1 equations in n-1 unknowns. We now 

define 

+ KU } E ICNuj)!, Al-H 
W-i^nn 

and (Al-3) becomes 

*11 . 

a -1 / 
I c1K/(to)1J = cocj , j = 1 . . . n-1. Al-5 

l =i 
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We can repeat this process until we reach the 

desired dimensionality and hence arrive at (1-12). We now 

start from 

A 
I  Kj j  A }  = wAj , j = 1 . . . n . 1-13 

t  = a  

We proceed as before to get 

o -1 
An = (OJ — Kan)-1 £ Ku t Aj . Al-6 

1 = 1  

Hence 

I + Kj t }At = ioAj , j = 1 . . . n-1 . Al-7 U) " u t  =i 

We now go back to the original problem (1-8) and 

note that due to (Al-6) the coefficient of c„ is zero. 

Hence (1-8) becomes 

n _ 1 n -1 n-1 
J Cj u An + £ CjKtjAj = w £ Ci Ai Al-8 

1=1 i j - I 1=1 

or 

" ̂  + K- < >A* = u* I  A> A1"9 

i j =i 1=1 

and therefore we must choose 

Tci {?HKnJ + K4j } = wc4 , j = 1 ... n-1 Al-10 
u)~i\a u 

1  = 1  

which is exactly the same as (Al-3). Once again we can con

tinue by defining 



+  K " }  E  K ' ( w ) "  A 1 " 1 : L  

and repeating the process and the equations corresponding to 

(Al-10) and (Al-3) will be the same in each case. Hence 

both methods lead to equation (1-12) as was to be proved. 

We also note here that the matrix connecting the 

operators in (Al-7) is the transpose of the matrix connect

ing the coefficients in (Al-10). Therefore once we have 

solved for some of the operators in terms of others using 

the prescription (1-13) we have only to transpose the matrix 

connecting the operators to get the matrix connecting their 

coefficients in the operator 0. In all cases in which cer

tain operators are solved for in terms of others, the disr 

cussion following equation (1-13) must be borne in mind. 
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